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Abstract
The aim of this round robin test was to discover what needs to be done to achieve the world-
wide unification of Rockwell hardness scales using diamond indenters (HRC, HRA, HRD,
HR15N, HR30N and HR45N) [1] - [5]. These scales are the most commonly used and their
unification is of high industrial importance. The current degree of unification at an
international level was assessed by conducting a round robin test. Seventy four specially
developed hardness test blocks were all calibrated by twelve laboratories in eleven countries
and the results were compared. Test parameters were specified that were more precise than
those required by the standards [1]. The indenters used to make hardness measurements
have a significant effect on the measured result. To separate these indenter effects,
measurements were made using common indenters as well as the indenters normally used
by the laboratories.

Partners for the round robin test
The following institutions took part as Partner of the round robin test:
a)    P.R. China: NIM National Institute of Metrology, (Beijing),
b)    Denmark: Force Institute, (Copenhagen),
c)    Germany PTB, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, (Braunschweig und Berlin),
d)    Italy: Polytechnic of Turin, (Turin),
e)    Italy: IMGC Istituto di Metrologia G. Colonetti, (Turin),
f)   Japan: NRLM, National Research Laboratory of Metrology, (Ibaraki),
g)    Republic of Korea: Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science,

   (Taejon)
h)    Poland: GUM, Central Office of Measures, (Warsaw),
i)    Switzerland: OFMET, Eidgenössisches Amt für Meßwesen, (Wabern),
j)    Czech Republic: CMI, Dept. of Hardness, (Prague),
k)    UK: NPL, National Physical Laboratory (Teddington),
l)    USA: NIST, National Institute of Standards and Technology,

     (Gaithersburg)

Test cycles
In 1999 the former European Standard EN 10109 was replaced by EN ISO 6508 as agreed
by the parallel voting of International Standard Organization (ISO) and of European
Committee for Standardization (CEN) . The calibration of hardness reference blocks (in Part
3) is the same in both standards. They both specify 4 ± 2 seconds for the duration of total
test force.
The cycles for this round robin test should be the same as those for:
• all reference blocks to be used in industry
• the calibration of primary blocks
• industrial use.



The cycles for the round robin test with the Common indenter 1 (COM1) in the list and the
tables and the indenter of the laboratory (INST) was defined according to the standards but
with lower tolerances:
• Duration of preliminary test force T1=3s.
• The speed of the indenter when increasing from preliminary test force to
total test force should be 0,040 mm/s.
Duration of the application of total test force T2= 5,5 s ± 0,2 s with a repeatability of 0,1 s.

Results of the round robin test
The round robin test was performed in the different laboratories within a period of one year.
Data derived from the individual measurements are given in figures 1 and 2 for HRC. The
numbers ascribed to the laboratories are not in alphabetical order. The predicted parameters
for the measurement with COM1 and INST are given before. In the figures in this report, no
corrections are made based on variance analyses.

Values measured with Common Indenter 1 (COM1)

The measurements were carried out in all the laboratories using the same indenter (COM1)
following the procedure described before. The number of blocks and their nominal hardness
are the same as those used for the measurements with the INST indenter. Fig. 1 presents
the deviation of the mean values from each laboratory from their total mean for the different
blocks. The values given are not separated by the fields and/or places on the blocks.
Because the measurements were carried out in all the laboratories with the same indenter
(COM1), it is possible to compare the mean values of the standardizing machines without the
influences of the indenters normally used in the laboratories. Because the test parameters
(time and velocity) and the indenter are the same, the differences are expected to be less
than those where every Laboratory had a different indenter.
For HRC all the values lie between - 0,75 and + 0,47 HRC. If the differences between the
fields are less than 0.1 HR units the differences can be explained as random (e.g. 62.5
HRC). Blocks with higher differences are affected by the non-uniformity of the material.
As with the laboratories own indenters several laboratories achieved a standard deviation for
the best blocks of less than 0,1 HR, this confirms that the standard deviation is not influenced
by the indenter but only by the machines. 
As expected, the standard deviations of the measurements with INST indenter and COM1
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indenter agree within the limits of the non-uniformity of the blocks.
Unification requires the laboratories to have a good repeatability expressed by the standard
deviations of these measurements. In addition, the values of the realized hardness scales,
expressed by the calibration of the blocks, must agree.
For the most important Rockwell scale, HRC, six laboratories achieved an adequate
repeatability. For this scale, the measurements from seven laboratories agreed within
±0,3 HRC when using a common indenter but only four laboratories agreed when using their
own indenters [4].

Values measured with the laboratories own Indenters (INST)

The measurements were carried out with the indenter/indenters belonging to the laboratories
following the procedure described before. The results for the different scales are given in the
following figures:
Fig. 2 presents the deviation of the mean values from each laboratory from their total mean
for the different blocks. Because the measurements were carried out in all the laboratories
with different indenters (INST), it is possible to compare the mean values of the standardizing
machines with the influences of their indenters. These differences correlate with the
differences of the calibration values of the hardness reference blocks calibrated in the
different laboratories.
For HRC, all the values lie between -0,51 and + 0,43 HRC.
Seven laboratories achieved a standard deviation for the best hardness blocks of less than
0,1 HRC.

Possibilities to achieve a unification

In the following text there are explained five possibilities to achieve the world-wide unification
of Rockwell hardness scales
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Fig. 3 Possibilities for the Determination of the Rockwell hardness scale
 
 ISO – Proposal
 The ISO Standards as ISO 6508 only mention a traceability of hardness scales by using the
parameter required in the standards. The uncertainty can be estimated by 1,0 Rockwell unit.
This leads under optimized conditions the delivery of the scale can be verified by at least 1,2
Rockwell units. Even this value is not verified in many countries because the scales delivered
by the calibration labs are not traced to national scales and/or even there are no existing
national scales.
 
Proposal of EA

In 1999 EA (European Cooperation for Accreditation) proposed a possibility of unification
basing only on the comparison of the national scales.
 The scale should be comparable to the scale of the clause describing the measurement with
the INST indenters. Because there is no determination of a mean value there is no correction
to that mean value or a predicted value. When comparing the scales of the INST
measurement the deviations are in a range of 0,4 Rockwell units, which leads to an
uncertainty of delivery of the scale of 0,6 HR units. A comparable deviation can be expected
from the EA Proposal.

ISO requirement on hardness scales.
Partly not traceable to national standards.

Proposal Method- 2
One laboratory and
several indenters.

Correlation by correction.Proposal Method - 1
Mean value of different

laboratories
same indenter.
Correlation by

EU 1990 Mean value of the results
from national equipment / indenter.
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 Harmonized Scale from 1990 (BCR)
 A harmonized scale for Rockwell HRC, which was based on the results of an round robin test
supported by EU under the former BCR (Community Bureau of Reference), was introduced
in 1990 [12]. There was a mean value between several labs and the harmonized scale was
introduced as a fictive scale, which is valid till nowadays. The results led at that time to a
determination of the scale with a range of 0,2 HR units which leads under optimized
condition to a delivery of the scale of 0,3 HR units. The unification was done by a correction
of hardness values in the different ranges of the scale. A correction was only established for
the most important scale HRC. The round robin test can be seen as the forgoing test of the
test described in this article.
 
 New Proposal Method 1
 On the basis of the round robin test described in the first part of this article two new
proposals were developed. The first proposal is of same type as in the forgoing clause. All
labs shall make the verification of their scale with one or several common indenter. The
scales can be verified with an uncertainty of 0,15 Rockwell units, which leads under
optimized condition to a delivery of the scale of 0,25 HR units. The verification of all different
national scales can be done by correction as done for the BCR scale[12].
 
 
 New Proposal Method 2
 A determination of the hardness scales with a lower value of uncertainty could be reached if
a lab holds the scale with several indenters. This lab should in specified time correlate its
values by round robin test with several other labs or in one lab there should be more than
one equipment to determine if there is no drift. Under this assumption the hardness scales
can be determined within 0,05 HR units, which leads under optimized condition to a delivery
of the scale of 0,15 HR units
 
 Hardness scale for the user
 
 The verification of the national scales as described in the two forgoing clauses would be
achieved by a correction. To pass this correction to the user it would be necessary to correct
all hardness values on the reference blocks with a value valid for a scale or of a range of a
scale. For the verification and the use of these scales the standards have to be changed [1]
and a method for the verification of the scale should be specified.
 For the user the following hints can be seen:
⇒ On national level the Rockwell scales are verified in the moment with a deviation up to 0,4

HR units.
⇒ On the level of the calibration labs, correlated to these national scales the deviation could

reach 0,6 to 1 HR unit in global comparison.
⇒ A harmonization of the scales would be possible. Two models are proposed:

In Method 1 a harmonization could be done as in the BCR project from 1990 with a
deviation of 0,25 HR units between national scales and 0,25 on the level of calibration lab.
In Method 2 there is a determination as in former time the original meter in Paris with a
deviation of 0,05 HR units between national scales and 0,15 on the level of calibration lab.

As to the opinion of the authors of this article the last method would have the highest
precision of determination of the scales and the lowest values for the deviation between  the
measuring labs.
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